A space to reflect on and practice circus dramaturgy
A space to reflect on and practice circus creation
A space to reflect on and practice contemporary circus

ICCAR
In this first stage 2022-2023, ICCAR is an ongoing training
project for circus artists. ICCAR is not a school or an
occasional workshop; it offers an artistic training program
for professionals who are willing to challenge their
intuitions and artistic visions with several creators –
equipped with their own understanding, practice and
savoir-faire–, for whom research and creation are
inseparable. ICCAR strives to be a space-time continuum
in which circus creation professionals are welcome to
explore, experiment and dialogue through practice
throughout several months. A space-time continuum in
which to question (oneself) and explore (oneself) through
several issues linked to the creation of a circus
performance.

PILOT COURSE 2022-2023
General description

• Timeline: from September - October 2022 to May 2023
• Structure: Six 15-day modules. Each module includes: a laboratory
with European artists-trainers and complementary artistic activities.
• Teachers: Outstanding international artists
• Content: each module will address formal and semantic aspects of
circus creation through physical research and dramaturgical aspects,
with a multidisciplinary approach. Special attention will be paid to the
elements that lay the foundations of current circus writing: the artist on
stage, stage space, the relationship with the object, the music, lighting
design, costumes, etc.
• Each laboratory will consist of two blocks:
◦ a block of study with the teacher
◦ a block of personal or group research guided by the teacher
• Each module will end with a public presentation of the work carried
out in the laboratory.
• The course will end with a ﬁnal creation workshop, which will last 15
days. The resulting show will be presented in different venues in
Mallorca.

ONGOING EDUCATION IN CIRCUS ARTS

MODULE 1
TRANSLATION AND TRANSFORMATIONS OF
THE CIRCUS VOCABULARY FROM A CONCEPT
AND A THEMATIC PROPOSAL
PART 1: Roberto Magro
3 -7 October 2022
What method should you use for daily
creative practice?
PART 2: Jean-Michel Guy
10 -14 October 2022

Variations of meaning from a
sentence.
OPEN PRESENTATION
15 October 2022

- Screening of Fragan Gehlker's Le Vide in the presence
of the author – 8 October 2022.
- Monday with Marta Barceló: “How to write a dramatic
text for circus” – 10 October 2022.
- Talk by Jean-Michel Guy "The aesthetics of
contemporary circus" – 12 October 2022.
- Trip with an artistic approach in order to improve
knowledge of the surroundings.

MODULE 2
MOVEMENT AS INSPIRATION FOR DIFFERENT
REACTIONS TO THE STAGE OBJECT ITSELF
PART 1:
Mornings: Lali Ayguadé
7-9 November 2022

From gravity to lightness.
Afternoons: Natalia Pieczcuro
7-9 November 2022

Don't follow any protocol, ask for creativity.

PART 2: Milan Herich
14-18 November 2022

Move through games.
OPEN PRESENTATION
19 November 2022

- Meeting with Marc Olivé, Mercat de les Flors (Barcelona)
9 November 2022.
- Screening of Roberto Olivan's Homeland – 11 November
2022.
- Monday with Biel Jordà – 14 November 2022.
- Meeting with Milan Herich – 16 November 2022.
- Trip with an artistic approach in order to improve
knowledge of the surroundings.

MODULE 3
MUSIC AND LIGHTING, TWO KEY PARTNERS
IN CREATING THE STAGE EVENT AND A
COHERENT UNIVERSE

- Screening of A New Old Story and Tempo Fragile, in the
presence of music composer Simon Thierrée – 13 January
2023.
- Monday with Marta Barceló – 16 January 2023.
- Talk by Roberto Magro and Thomas Bourreau "The
universe of a show" – 11 January 2023
- Trip with an artistic approach in order to improve
knowledge of the surroundings.

MODULE 4
THE INVISIBLE AND ITS EVOCATIVE POWER: WHAT
PLACE DOES IT HAVE IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE
EFFECTS THAT I WANT TO CREATE IN THE VIEWER?
Roberto Magro
20-31 March 2023

- Definition of all the elements that characterize said subject.

From abstraction to concreteness, how to
devise a project for the stage.

Complementary open activities:
OPEN PRESENTATION

1 and 2 April 2023 - FESTIVAL INACABADO

-Meeting with Juliette Beaume "The production of a circus
show" –22 March 2023
-Monday with Biel Jordà – 27 March 2023
-Trip with an artistic approach in order to improve
knowledge of the surroundings.

MODULE 5
THE CIRCUS OBJECT'S SYMBOLIC VALUE: ITS
EXTRA-EVERYDAY USE AND ITS RELATIONSHIP
WITH COSTUMES AND STAGE ELEMENTS
Claudio Stellato
17-28 April 2023
The extra-everyday object.
Nathalie Maufroy
17-28 April 2023
The extra-everyday costumes.

OPEN PRESENTATION
29 April 2023

-Meeting with Andrea Cruz – 19 April 2023.
-Screening of Claudio Stellato's La Cosa, in the presence
of the author – 19 April 2023
-Monday with Biel Jordà – 24 April 2023.
-Trip with an artistic approach in order to improve
knowledge of the surroundings.

MODULE 6
FINAL CREATION

COMPLEMENTARY OPEN ACTIVITIES

Time capsules:

Presentation and screening of recent emblematic circus shows in the presence of their authors, raising
awareness among students and other circus artists of the existence of a repertoire of European creation
circus.
By "repertoire" we mean reference works intended to transcend their fleeting existence and remain
over time. It may seem contradictory in the circus ﬁeld, but we believe the existence of this repertoire
must be highlighted. In the context of training, the repertoire acts both as repository and heritage, thus
providing a starting point to work on artistic, aesthetic and formal aspects of creation.

Artistic trips to discover the environment:
Getting to know and exploring hidden spots and villages in Mallorca, focusing on the potential of natural
and urban spaces for artistic creation. During these trips we will also meet up with several people of
very diverse backgrounds, a very enriching experience.

ICCAR

COSTS
▸ The cost of the full training course is
€3,000.00.
▸ Each student must take care of their
accommodation and subsistence as well as
their travel costs to/from Mallorca to attend
the training activities.
▸ The ICCAR team can support students in
finding accommodation.
▸ Once selected, the student must formalize
their registration and pay 30% of the training's
full cost in advance.

SPONSORS

